A year after entering practice in Africa, the young African physician appeared to be seeking employment in Greece. He asked a credential evaluation service to vouch for the legitimacy of his medical degree, sending a report of its conclusions to his new home country (Greece). The service promised "fair & honest evaluations," and claimed it was "fighting degree frauds through professional techniques and verifications." It determined "that applicant's studies have the equivalency of a Doctor of Medicine . . . from a regionally accredited Institution of Higher Education of the United States of America."
The report failed to mention that the credential evaluation firm's owner was himself a perpetrator of degree frauds, having been fined €15,000 for running a diploma mill in Europe. The medical degree frauds came from a Pakistani mill, which had once tried to sell me a doctoral degree in thoracic surgery. However, I am a physicist, not a physician.
Another credential evaluator was paid by the owners of a North American diploma mill for pretending that they ran a recognized African school, rather than a criminal enterprise based in the United States. A third employed an unsavory fellow who was the "Vice President" and "Dean of Studies" of a pair of diploma mills.
There are many legitimate credential evaluation services in the higher education landscape, but also plenty of snakes in the weeds.
FOREIGN CREDENTIAL EVALUATION SERVICES
The rapid changes in international higher education complicate the decision process, regarding transfer of credits when students cross national boundaries.
Since it is costly to maintain in-house expertise in the evaluation of foreign programs, it is natural for universities and employers to seek the analyses of Given the international nature of the dark sector, which markets false academic credentials, it would be sensible for UNESCO to assume responsibility for an information archive. But that would require a commitment of will and resources that have not been forthcoming.
